
	
	
In	Conversation	with	Eddie	Izzard	
	

Giulia Pines talks to one of the world's funniest men about learning 
German for his Berlin show, riding the Ringbahn and the universality of 
humour... 

 

Eddie Izzard is not a man to shy away from a challenge. Famous for shows jam-packed 
with history, political commentary, and random absurdia, in which he rattles off an 
encyclopedia’s worth of knowledge and manages to make it funny, the British 
transvestite comedian has also performed in front of a live audience in fluent French. 

Now he’s taken on perhaps his greatest challenge yet—learning German well enough and 
quickly enough to perform his most recent show “Force Majeure” in it, in front of a 
majority German audience in Berlin. Izzard arrived in the Hauptstadt on January 4th with 
only two years of school-level German, and took to the stage a mere ten days later with 
his show partially memorized, partially improvised for a live audience. He’s been 
performing almost nightly at the Imperial Club im Admiralspalast since mid January, and 
this week marks the beginning of the end: his last live shows in German, leading up to the 
final performance on Friday, February 28. 



Many of us know what it’s like to study a foreign language, and we can certainly 
sympathize with the struggles (and the migraines) that go into mastering one. But why go 
to the trouble to make it all so public? Is Izzard a comic genius (probable) or simply a 
masochist (possible)? 

Giulia Pines: I’ve seen different shows of yours six times, actually. I saw you four times 
in New York, and two of those were sort of small warm-up gigs, and then I saw whatever 
show you had been preparing for in a much bigger venue later on. Then I saw you here 
last year in English and on Sunday in German. And at some point I seem to remember 
you saying that you spoke French fluently from a very young age. 

Eddie Izzard: No just that I spoke French longer. I learned it at school, you know from 
eight to sixteen, got an A at the ordinary level exam that you take at sixteen, and then I 
stopped because I went into doing literature for the advanced exam. So you speak French 
as well? 

GP: I studied French for about six years in school, then I went onto Italian in college, at 
which point I lost all my French, and then I got here, started with German and lost all my 
Italian. So now I can basically speak German and read Italian and French. 

EI: But you can get Italian back just by going there for two weeks! Anyway, I made an 
effort to go back to French, and when I went back I made an effort to speak. I tried to get 
into conversations…which wasn’t hugely successful, grabbing bits of stuff, you know, at 
shops… 

GP: Oh sure. It always seems so fast at the beginning, doesn’t it? You’ve got to resist the 
urge to get everyone to slow down around you because you are only getting bits of 
everything and you don’t know what they’re saying enough to respond. 

EI: Yeah, and then sometimes it gets better and they do respond and then you have to 
say, “Was bedeutet das? Was bedeutet das?” Or in French, “ça veut dire…quoi?” Or here 
you can just say, “Was ist das?” I have this bit I’ve just started that goes, “did Caesar ever 
think he would end up as a salad?” So “salad” is the punchline and that releases the joke, 
and in German it has to be… 

GP: It has to be at the end, or closer to the end… 

EI: Well it’s towards the end, but you have to shove it together with the verb, and 
because you’ve got a certain pace it’s actually okay. At first I thought, what do you do 
with the verbs at the end? Because it’s normally nouns that release the joke… I’m not 
normally this technical but I had to get technical to have a look at it. So: “hat Caeser je 
gedacht, dass er als Salat enden würde…” and it’s three words as the release of the joke, 
but actually “als Salat enden würde” is not as good an ending as “salad.” Well “salad” is 
the cleaner, but it actually still works with even three buses arriving at once carrying the 
punchline. 



GP: One thing you did say on Sunday that I really related to, at the question and answer 
session at the end, you talked about how, when you start a sentence here you go, “ich 
glaube, dass” and then you go, “oh fuck I said ‘dass”! 

EI: I quite like saying “dass” because at least I get to there, then it’s kind of a way station 
where I pause and go, “okay,” and then I can say ‘ich’ and then I’ve got to get a verb and 
run with it. 

GP: So when I first came here I studied at the Goethe Institut, which is kind of the holy 
grail of German, and I kept on trying to write those kinds of sentences but I didn’t realize 
you had to change around the verbs—or the verb order, rather—so our teacher would 
mark up whatever I was writing and say “you can’t say this because we haven’t learned it 
yet.” So I finally asked her, “okay, so how do you say it?” And she said, “It’s not on the 
schedule. I can’t tell you.” You know, real “Deutsche Ordnung” there. 

EI: I was just talking to my brother who is teaching me and checking everything, and he 
just said, “I thought the whole idea about endings was that you could put the word 
anywhere”—this whole Latin thing, though I’m not sure if it does work in Latin—but 
apparently you’ve actually got a strict order in German and you’ve got endings. The 
whole endings thing is to show you that it’ s dative and then you can work out what it’s 
for. If you’ve got a strict order you don’t need the bloody endings! 

GP: Well you have a strict order but there’s a lot of wiggle room in there. Once you’ve 
learned enough you can start changing up how you say things. I mean, they pretend that 
you can really put any word anywhere, but it’s not really as wonderfully exciting as all 



that. You can switch a couple of things within the beginning and end of the sentence. The 
end obviously has to be the verb. 

EI: I’ve found that if you use pauses you can get away with it… 

GP: A friend of mine who first heard me speaking German said, “oh it’s so funny the 
way you Americans pause with every comma…” 

EI: Yeah, “ich glaube, dass” or instead of saying “dass” you can just pause and say, “ich 
habe gemerkt [pause] Frankreich ist verloren” or whatever, “Frankreich ist da im 
Westen.” Instead of saying “…dass Frankreich im Westen ist,” you can cheat by doing 
that. 

GP: Well that’s what I felt like trying to point out to you on Sunday! If you don’t say the 
word “dass” you can just put another normal sentence in there. 

EI: I know, but actually I want to use all the “dass’s” and pauses because all my theories 
come with a “that,” “now” or “however.” Everything that’s coming out of my head…and 
I’m not just saying that. Like, take human sacrifice, human sacrifice is illogical…it 
doesn’t make any sense what they do, it is immoral, but nevertheless, more than that it is 
illogical: don’t kill the people who make the praise, the praise is apparently what they all 
want: why the hell are we killing people who make all the noise that these gods seem to 
love? When did they ever say they wanted dead people? And they make these bloody 
people in the first place. It’s illogical! 

GP: They want dead people to populate their kingdom in the sky…or under the ground 
according to whichever mythology you’re going with. 

EI: Well then, don’t make them in the first place! No god would be that stupid to make 
the thing and then say “actually I need it killed now.” It doesn’t make any sense—it must 
have come from right-wing thinkers, the whole Milton Friedman thinking, that whole 
right-wing psychology. 

GP: I’m from America: we don’t even need to get started on right-wing psychology. 

EI: It’s so bloody scary. 

GP: It’s actually kind of great to be here in Germany and follow what’s going on there 
but not have to be truly outraged by it. I mean I can watch “The Daily Show” and just see 
it as entertainment because it doesn’t affect me quite as much anymore. 

EI: I know, it’s really bonkers isn’t it? I always wondered whether America worked too 
well in the sense that it actually almost recreated what the people had left behind in 
Europe, where there were power aristocracies which were based on family heritage—and 
instead they created money heritage which is actually almost the same, because in the end 
these aristocracies had money and now these powerful people want to keep hold of their 



power. So they spin everything in this right-wing way, which is what was happening in 
Europe, which is what they got away from! 

GP: Right, there has to be a way to replace whatever this sort of hegemony was with 
something that reflects equality of opportunity, because now in America “anyone can be 
anyone,” there are no aristocratic orders, there’s no royalty. And yet there has to be some 
way to sort of keep that hierarchy intact. 

EI: Yeah, like with the Soviets, there was no hierarchy but then there was. In America 
there’s no hierarchy but then there’s hierarchy. And America’s happened in the inverse 
way to how it happened in the Soviet Union. In the Soviet Union all were supposed to be 
equal, but you had to have people within the hierarchy to run the other people. And in 
America it was “anyone can do anything” and then they made a lot of money and found 
that money could buy them hierarchy. 

GP: And they had to reinforce 
the hierarchy to reinforce the 
money… 

EI: And isn’t weird that 
humans keep doing it? 
Humans…! 

GP: Okay, so back to you. A 
couple of years ago you ran 43 
marathons in 51 days—that’s 
what I got from the BBC 
news. It said you had very 
little training ahead of time. 
Now you’re taking on German 
in a live show, also with very 

little training. These two feats seem like two sides of the same coin. Would you now 
classify yourself as an extreme action transvestite, or maybe just a masochist? 

EI: Not a masochist. Um…an ultra action transvestite. I think there’s not a huge amount 
of people in the action transvestite group yet, so I just gotta be the one there, and if you’re 
gonna get there you have to be a bit ultra. There’s ultra marathon running, so why not? 

But as I was trying to say in the show, I’m not doing them just as, you know, “this stunt 
and that stunt.” These are things that are supposed to have a positive outcome. I like 
doing one thing that does multiple things. So by doing the German I start a career in 
Germany and Austria and the German part of Switzerland. That’s over 90 million to play 
to. I develop a career, but I also get the German language for free. Thirdly, it reinforces 
my theory of “comedy without borders”: that comedy is human and it’s the references 
that are national. There’s generally a mainstream sense of humor and a more alternative 



sense of humor, but all the references—anyone can travel if they want to, but they’ve got 
to make their references universal. 

The marathons, that was about health for me, that was my free gift to myself, but I 
thought it would hopefully inspire someone to think to himself, “why don’t you have a 
go?” And it helped raise 1.8 million pounds. And it was an adventure. They’re both 
adventures…and it’s about living life as an adventure. You can let life live you or you 
can try and live life. 

And as my nails show [raises his lacquered fingernails, one of which on each hand is 
painted with the Union Jack and the EU flag] I’m a British-European transvestite. I 
believe this has to work. The EU has to work because it’s what we do as humans: we 
gradually come together. In America it happened in a slightly different way. Germany 
was all these different kingdoms that gradually came together. Britain, we gradually came 
together. The idea that people wouldn’t be going to war again, that is behind all of this; 
the idea of trying to get everyone a fairer deal so that everyone has hope. And if people 
feel they do not have a chance…that’s what happened in the Arabic countries… 

GP: Which you’re also going to at some point. 

EI: Yeah, Cairo is where I am going in Egypt, and then eventually back to Yemen, to my 
home city. That’s why I’m doing it: because I was born in an Arabic country. But yeah, 
hopefully someone goes, “hey if he’s doing it then I’m going to do it.” And it’s an 
adventure. 

GP: That’s why I moved here. I thought, “It’ll be an adventure.” And that’s actually 
exactly what I say when people ask me. They say, “Why would you leave New York and 
come to Berlin?” And I just say “for an adventure,” which it has been. 

EI: And you actually get the German for free in the sense that you had to do it. I mean, 
some people don’t do the deep immersion. Even in France I know these English 
communities who get together and just skirt around all the French stuff by finding an 
English doctor, an English supermarket, etc. 

GP: Well you can do that here too. Whenever people ask how I actually learned German 
I just say, “You have to marry one.” That’s the only way. 

EI: You could do a show; I mean this is like The Matrix for me, what I’m doing here, 
where I know German. “Ich kann…Ich habe mein Deutsch verbessert jetzt.” I didn’t even 
want to say sentences because I kept getting to the “dass” and then… 

GP: At the very beginning, you mean? 

EI: Well on the 4th of January when I got here. It’s an intense thing. You couldn’t pay 
for the chance to do over an hour’s worth of German a night. 



GP: Did you really just get your brother’s help or did you have classes or have a private 
tutor when you first got here? 

EI: Well for the official show the lines have been crafted from my English show. My 
English show is quite wooly in a way because I go, “human sacrifice, you know it’s is an 
odd thing isn’t it?” I can do bits of lines and start and stop anywhere because I’m floating 
above the words, but in German and Spanish and French we thought, let’s get it lean. 
And so we’ve been trimming it down. 

Basically it came from subtitles. I put ten or so language subtitles on my DVDs, which I 
don’t think anyone else does, so we started from that. I’d been touring since the show, 
and I’d changed it a little bit as I went. So my brother took what was there before. We 
had German people working with us as well, and we’d do conversation, but the 
conversation I kind of dropped while we just hammered out the show. 

It’s all here in this manuscript [takes out a manuscript full of notes], which I’ve 
essentially memorized like a play. It’s endlessly being changed, and I’ve never had this 
before so it’s quite interesting. And we can now change it: my brother’s going to translate 
this into French. German is his weakest language; Spanish and French are his strongest. 
So he can just take this and put it into French. 

We’re still adjusting and adjusting. Yesterday we had this big thing where we had to get 
two out of three Germans to agree how it went. He’s come up with this very interesting 
theory: he thinks as English speakers we are actually more relaxed about language 
because we’ve had Jamaican people say things, we’ve had German people come and say 
things, we have Americans who say it differently from how the British say it, whereas 
Germans say “no it’s spoken like this” and the French say “no it’s spoken like that.” 

GP: Well, once you learn enough German to understand dialects in different regions, 
that’s where it gets really fun. Because then you can imitate them and it’s sort of like an 
inside joke. I mean, if someone here who’s not originally a Berliner says something in 
Berlinisch, and someone else gets that it’s meant to be a joke because you both live here, 
then it can be kind of funny and you can sort of get closer to someone that way. It’s like, 
playing around with the language a bit more. 

I honestly think the French must be worse than the Germans in terms of “oh you didn’t 
say this the right way.” I think in German, it’s not quite as humorless and straightforward 
as all that… 

EI: Well we’ve found it quite rigid at the moment. You know sometimes in France you 
can say something wrong and they say “the mistakes are cute.” This good friend of mine 
there said to me “Gardez les erreurs, c’est mignon.” 



GP: What do you think is 
the most fascinating part 
of learning German in 
Berlin? Did you pick this 
city just because you 
wanted to start with 
German? 

EI: Well it’s the capital 
city, it’s got this history, 
and it also resonates back 
in Britain. I need to make 
things resonate back in 
English-speaking 
countries. Doing 
something in Hamburg is 

slightly more off to one 
side and doing something 
in Cologne they think, “is 
it Köln or Cologne?” 

Berlin is the place to come. It’s great for me, I like getting on the Ringbahn and just 
going around the S41, that’s a fun one. 

GP: Yeah I was going to ask if you’d had a chance to explore the city. 

EI: At the moment not really but the S41/S42 allow you to see everything and that’s a 
fun way to do it. Apparently the 100 bus is also good. 

GP: I was going to say the 100 and the 200 are both very good for sightseeing. I think 
they both start at Alexanderplatz, go down Unter den Linden, through Tiergarten, and end 
up at Ku’damm in the West, and that’s a pretty good way to see the city. 

EI: But in terms of learning German, it took me a long time to get to what you saw, 
because I’ve memorized it, but it actually matches up with the standard of my latest show 
in French. I had to learn about a third of that. And I’ve used every skill that I’ve 
developed. I mean I’ve got a pretty good memory and I could learn from plays. But a 
page is an hour in drama and film, and it took me an entire day for each page here. 
Sometimes I’d sort of get two pages but then the second one would just fall out of my 
head. 

GP: So I told you that I saw you three times in so-called warm-up shows, but even in 
those you never had the level of audience interaction you did with this one. Not just 
because of the Q&A you did at the end, but also because you had to ask for words and 
phrases. Are you actually taking what people say and fine-tuning your show based on 
that? 

Eddie at the Bernauer Strasse Wall Memorial. 
Copyright Eddie Izzard (via Facebook). 

 



EI: Well they weren’t really telling me to change things, were they? They were mostly 
asking, “When did you start doing it?” and “Why are you doing it?” No one’s saying, 
“This is wrong.” Well…one woman did get up in one show and said, “why the fuck are 
you doing it in German?” 

GP: And you said…that’s the whole point? 

EI: Well we’ve always found that some people just turn up. You put “jetzt auf deutsch” 
on the poster. I said I wanted it to be “all in German,” so “alles auf deutsch” but they said 
“jetzt auf deutsch.” Okay, so “now in German.” But some people must look at it, English 
speakers, and go, “ah, it’s in Deutschland okay, yeah it’s in the country, so let’s go and 
see it” and all the details and dates and times on the poster, they think, “Well they would 
be in German anyway…” 

GP: …and they don’t quite get it. 

EI: Yeah and it’s put across the bloody thing! 

GP: But I’m wondering, even for this show, how many people are unfamiliar with you 
when they come to see you. 

EI: In France and here, probably the same. I’d say 75%. 

GP: Okay, so that really means you think 75% of the people going to the show are 
Germans who have never seen you in English. 

EI: Well the numbers on Sunday were about 3/5 to 4/5 Germans. 

GP: Yeah, but it could also be that they speak English perfectly, they’ve seen your shows 
in English and now they’re thinking, “oh let’s go for a laugh to see him try to do this in 
German.” 

EI: Well we’ve found that 50% of any show in the UK was people who’ve never seen it 
before. So if you think about it, not everyone buys a ticket. Someone else buys a ticket 
and drags 1-3 other people with them. That’s a pretty standard thing. The great fans are 
the buyers and then there are other people who are dragged, so that must be the case here 
as well. 

GP: Then it’s a growth market, so to speak, comedy? 

EI: Yeah! 

Tickets for Eddie Izzard's last four shows at the Imperial Club and finale show at the 
Quatsch Comedy Club can be booked here. 

	


